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Benefits of Travel 

 
Egyptian Arabic transcript: 
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English translation: 

 
Nagla: Frankly, traveling gives you experience. When you travel, you learn … there are 

experiences … you learn a lot a lot of things. You discover … not just things 
about other people who you are going to … but you learn things about your own 
country. It is like, like, looking back at your country’s history or looking back on 
your country. There are a lot of things that one feels … “these things are very 
beautiful in my country, and there are other things that we say aren’t good.” It is 
as if you stand up and look back at your country, while looking at the other 
country and comparing them. 

 
Nahla: That is why traveling is very useful; it helps you mature more and more in the 

way you think. When a person sees a new culture and thinks profoundly about his 
own, I think it increases one’s …. 

 
Nagla: Experience. 
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Nahla: One’s experience … increases his feeling for the new things that he sees .. and the 
old things that he already knows. It allows the person to compare things and 
contemplate … for a while. That’s why people always used to say that there are 
seven benefits to traveling.  

             
 
Nagla:  I was about to ask you, what are those seven benefits? As for Nahla, for example, 

seven benefits in traveling …tell me … One, two, three, four …. 
 
Nahla: I don’t know if I can count seven. They might be many more than that. But, 

traveling is beneficial for everything. It’s beneficial for a person’s maturity, 
increasing his or her experience, education … new things … increasing one’s own 
ability for self-sufficiency.  

 
Nagla: If a person finds himself in a difficult situation, and looks around and finds 

nobody … this teaches him that you have to … find a way, and to behave 
depending on yourself … yes …. It makes a person stronger. I feel it makes a 
person stronger.  

 
Nahla: Of course, to get someone out of their familiar habitat, the things they are used      
to doing everyday, from things that surround them directly … to new things. Of course, 
of course, it changes them and makes them more mature.  
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